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ETHERLINE VIEWPOINT 3

We trust that everyone has recovered 
from the festive season, and are now ready and eagerly waiting 
for the next event of importance, that of the MELCON at Easter 
time.

As there has not been a Publicity rel- 
lease for some weeks, a brief recapitulation of the progress 
would be in order.

At the time of writing this, the num
ber of registrations has risen to 56. Names will be given in 
the next relea.se.

The deadline for your auction material 
is January 31st. Please have all material in by that date, as 
well as instructions whether it is a donation, or to be sold on 
your behalf.

Over the holidays, I received a letter 
from the World Science Fiction Society in New York giving the 
office bearers for the coming' year, confirming the site of the 
next World Con as Los Angeles, and giving the name and address 
of the person to whom you should send your 0 1.00 membership 
fee, which is: Len J. Moffatt,

10202 Belcher, .
Downey, Calif. USA.
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• THE ’ORACLE ET’JRLOTE

r//£ mw/j
by Nigel Jackson

Benson was looking down the grassy slope at the 
forest when the man came, so he saw everything. He had been gaz - 
ing at the spectacular red ridges of the rocky plateau "beyond the 
forest, and idly wondering when the scientists in their research 
station on the other side of the planet would send around their 
stratocopter to announce discovery of the weapon which men could 
use to smash the Invaders. First he noticed something moving in 
the deeper, more indistinct parts of the wood, and then, as it ap
proached, he saw it was a man. Mow he was a realist, this Benson, 
and he knew that there were no men in the forest. So he took a 
deep breath and looked again, quite expecting to see that the move 
ment was merely the shifting shadow of one of the small green busies ■ 
that were scattered among the taller red-barked tauai trees, or 
else one of the inoffensive little deer-like animals which roamed 
at will throughout the fertile coastal plain.

The shadow, as if to defy his reason, staggered 
on, and it vzas beyond doubt a man. Benson stiffened, and despite 
the intense heat of noon, he felt a cold shiver run up his spine , 
as he watched entranced the moving figure.

It was coming on slowly, swaying from side ■ to 
side. Every second step made it wobble and clutch a support. Twice 
it stumbled and fell, regaining its upright position by desperate 
effort. Then, only to collgpse in exhaustion after three fumbling 
paces, it emerged from the dark green shade and began to climb the 
gentle grassy rise towards Benson and the huts. As it did so , 
the rays of the -sun splashed down to bathe it in light.

I Benson gasped with horror as he stared as the
I huddled heap which had once been a man.
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ETHERLINE THE MIRACLE 5

Its head was a dark red mass of clotted 
bloodmixed with matted hair and shreds of dried flesh. One arm 
hung useless by its side, a brokeri stick, scarred and festered . 
Its clothes were cut and torn to rags, and the remaining tatters 
were soaked with dried blood and v/ct perspiration, and covered 
with dirt, Somehow Pcnson knew it was dead.

Leaping to his feet and pausi ig only to 
seize his gun, he turned and rushed from the guardhut down the 
slope. As he neared the corpse, he recognised it as Captain 
Hugo Wallace, the pilot of the scientist's only stratocoptcr. In 
Wallace's hands, clenched in the grip of death, was a brown wal
let............

As Wallace regained consciousness, a ciH 
pain was throbbing through his herd. He passed a hand over his 
forehead and felt something wet and sticky oozing down his temp
le, and then, in a haze of searing agony, he remembered.

The message !
lie struggled to open his eyes, and lock

ed painfully down at his waist. Horror ! It was gone ! The 
wallet with the message in it was gone; it must have dropped out 
of his belt in the crash. The enormity of the catastrophe struck - 
him - the information which could save the human race was lost ! 
Tears ran down his cheeks; he cried like a small child.

Slowly the pain faded from the wreck 
that was his head, and coherence entered his reasoning. Of course 
he thought, and a wave of nauseating relief washed through him , 
forcing him to retch, of course; the message must be with him , 
for he hod. not moved since the crash. The wallet would be with 
him, somewhere in the wreck. He might even be sitting on it. He 
was sick, ond felt better, and he dragged himself to his feet to 
look for it.
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.■ \x e hi , h* gaw reddish rock stretching 
away tc . . .. . . ■ rooky outcrops ; to his
riche, »V.\> co high mountains on the horizon
A tlwu.;h: hit bi . - . he in the cabin ? Slowly he turned
around 3 • ?. s, r. s.'.x . There was no sign of the
coy ter ’ Lrsr ' so. .\ him, and he wandered aimlessly ,
cryiatc hi y.. his cird. ius?b.x’. with the terrible realisat
ion cf . . bsn •■w landscape b. gnu to gyrate gro-
tcsquel; , . . rcifully u Lest consciousness.

A . simi4 Icier he recovered and found his 
mind cal'-cr, nnd .. nod,’ ^nscnc.b!;.' clear of pain. But a single 
thought rcverhj.1.3 : tv.se is crippled brain: you, by your neg
ligence, have ensnr ?. . rmcr. r ?.‘s defeat. You have destroyed 
your people and lost Lnrlh : . "inty. He put his head in his hands' 
and »®t Bitterly. In Ms aw he weld hear General Baisley’s 
voice ns cleru'ly oa . . heard it viten he set out- from the other 
si-tu of .he planet, fn.n t.l .•speriaentsl research station on which 
had rested tl>u hopes of ar—

" so you see, Captain, all now depends on 
yoj," tp.c general had anid. "On this paper are the equations for a 
new warp drive. ;ith it our fleets will be able to approach those 
of tiR- invaders wi11, impunity. We will be able to juirrp out of this 
b.i.i.'< apnno', deliver adsides right into the enemy, and then 
4n»>i/ keek In again. In a, few months we s ould have won the war, if 
^f f>9ia’sq, yoy get this message to Space Corps, so they can get it 
tO th* "a- < .15.1 ■■ on <Tth. Should you fail....the Invaders 

1 ■ ' 'fiiv oi' peaceful expansion will be shattered .
i> ’c ^6 ■ =/ thdt. do you feel ?"

."W ho <rrfsed himself as he remembered his con-

'hit his !'i' n-:'; had been justified. He had 
boon f'lyirii' .vlti^ut acozdont for nearly twenty years, and
j- * / ’■ - - t..«s CrVcinl fliglit could be his first un
i v.-.y*./., ’aooidonts do happen1 oayB the old adage..........
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and one had. Just as he was at the very end of his joimney.......... 
skirting the last rocky plateau, behind which was forest and the 
Corps' base, there had been an explosion in the fuel tanks. He 
had barely managed to land the battered copter before blacking 
out.

V/hat had happened then was obvious . 
Somehow he had recovered from his blackout, but remained delir - 
ious . hile his mind was still crazed he had climbed out of tie 
wreck and must have stumbled aimlessly away out of sight of the 
copter before fainting again. He might have walked in a circle, 
a straight line, a zig zag; he might have b' en going for five 
minutes or two hours. He could not tell from the sun, for it 
took three weeks to cross the sky, and would have barely moved . 
He was helpless. He had slightly more chance of locating the 
copter than a man in his position would have had of finding a 
plane in the Martian desert. Even if he did, by some amn zi ng 
fluke, find the wreck, he still might not find the wallet with 
the precious papers inside. It could easily have slipped from 
his broken belt holdall vzhile ho was wandering around in delir - 
ium. He had no chance whatever of finding it.

He felt sick and dizzy, and his am 
had begun to ache with the excruciating agony of a smashed limb. 
He noticed a new and frightening pain in his stomach. He wanted 
to die.

.nd yet he would not give up. Drag - 
ging himself to his feet, he began to climb -a sloping rise of 
uneven rock. Prom the top he would have a better view of the 
surrounding terrain.

Every step was undiluted torture.
Sweat poured out of his skin, and stung his wounds. He shook , 
trembled, fell, got up again and kept going. He guessed he had 
walked delirious for a long time, and could not stop tears from 
running down his face. The mad, undef eatable urge of the human 
race forced him on. Up and up lie went, tripping over the rough 
surface, dribbling and crying, his body shrieking and his ’mind 
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8 THE MIRACLE ETHERLINE

numbed, until it seemed as though he had been walking through all 
Time for uncountable aeons and would still be walking when the Un
iverse was finished.

Then the ground disappeared under 
his feet and he fell upon the rocky summit, his outraged wounds 
maddened by the abrasive rock. For long moments he lay there , 
screaming half in agony and half in triumph.

Rally ! Rally ! )iust keep on ! ... 
iiust keep on ! Must.......... He pulled his faltering body on to hands 
and knees and peered about him.

In the brief impossible instant be
fore shock jolted him back into consciousness, he sav what could 
not be. Up the smooth and featureless slope on the opposite side 
to the one he had seeled himself, moving over the rock with such 
regular precision as almost to seen gliding, ' as coning the figure 
of a.man, in whose outstretched hand was..........

The wallet !

. He seemed to be swimming along a 
black tunnel towards a blob of light, to the accompaniment of the 
most magnificent music he had ever heard. lie fancied he could hear 
voices in the distance, singing with such sweetness that it was al
most painful to listen. Then come a single voice, speaking to him 
gc tly, and the light’became the face of the stranger he had mom
entarily seen climbing the slope with such unearthly ease. The 
words seemed to be corning out of an immense vacuum of silence. He 
listened.

'The forces of evil will not be - 
come triumphant. Neither will they be distinguished, for I shall 
teach them as I have taught you, and there will be haimony among 
my people. Take this message to your brothers.'

. As if in a dream, Wallace took the
wallet and watched the figure turn and move off down the slope, and
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for the last time he lost consciousness.
lie awoke moments later and looked for 

the stranger. There was no sign. Behind him he knev; there was 
a red mountain shaped like a double tooth. Thither he was to 
go, and at its foot he would find a way down through the forest.

He .new he would not live at the end, 
but he had seen what oiily a chosen few had seen throe thousand 
years before.

Tremblingly he fell to his knees....

Nigel Jackson.

The 8th and final member of the unholy 
allianc known as AF ’A is

Barry Salgram.

Barry is tallish, dark and handsome,in 
his early twenties and still playing the field with the aid of 
his green and black Riley saloon.

He hails from Ballarat, where he lives 
(mostly at weekends) with his parents, but works in Melbourne 
ns a traveller with a wholesale jewellery firn.

He likes an anecdote and an occasional 
beer and is a magazine reviewer and Convention publicity man .

His other activities render him rather 
elusive at times !

riELBOnRiiTAH
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10 BOOK REVIEWS ETHERLU'TE

HIS JIOKKEI WIFE by John Collier, published by Rupert Hort-Davis , 
London, available from McGills at 17/-.

This book is most readable, after becoming 
Eanilinr with the author's style.

The hero - Mr. Fatigay - is a most ordinary 
person engaged to a very modern young lady. The tale is woven 
around his blindness tc- recognize the glaring flaws in the chara
cter of bis fiancee, and the virtues possessed by his pct, on ad
oring chimpanzee, to whom he is an absolute god.

The adventures of this trio ore many . and 
very amusing, and finally all is well and virtue triumphs, ns it 
should.

Marjorie Santos.

INTO OTHER WORLDS by Roger Lancelyn Green, from Abelard Schumann, 
London , available from McGills at 24-/-.

This is not a novel, but a digest of fiction 
dealing with voyages into space, from Lucian to C. S. Lewis. It 
has somewhat sirailiar lines to SCIENCE AND FICTION by Pa+rick 
Moore, but is much more free with quotations and excerpts, some 
of which are pages long.

It is very interesting reading, and can be 
recommended to those who have an inquiring literary mind.

Bob MCubbin
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UPOF_T_J^2iID^^ edited By R. C. Bull, published by MacDonald , 
London, available from McGills .

This is a somewhat uneven collec
tion which contains some excellent pieces of writing, of which 
the following arc worth mentioning: Clemence Dane's NIGHTLY SHE 
SINGS; Graham Greene's A LITTLE ELACE ORF THE EDGE//ARE ROAD; J. 
B. Priestley's THE DEMON KING and ' A Lady' s THE PARLOUR CAR.

Still there are sufficient inter
esting stories to make up for the few Gothic shockers.

Worth reading.
Tony Santos.

THE COMPLETE SPACE ROCKETEER by Bradford Chambers, published by 
Stravon, New York, and available from McGills at 7/6.

This effort is a modest '.job suit
able for the neophyte only. It is illustrated in line and wash 
by Eve Chambers.

Ir runs to 62 pages, soft covers 
and has 9 chapters, mainly materiel made familiar by Leyj Clarke 
and Von Braun. Correction - delete that 'mainly' above. There 
is nothing new in this effort. Not for the aficionado, or even 
the. average fan, unless very very new.

Bob McCubbin

BEST HORROR STORIES edited by John Keir Cross, from Faber &Ehber 
London, available from McGills.

An excellent collection of 16 of 
the best stories of horror and grue. The introduction by editor 
Cross is enough to make you certain of the quality of the cont - 
ents.

The authors range from R. L. Ste
venson and Herman Melville to Graham Greene and Ray Bradbury.

Recommended. Tony Santos
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ALi-'R'lO HITCHCOCK PRESENTS : stories they wouldn't let me do on TV. 
edited by Alfred Hitchcock, published by Max Reinhardt, London, at 
licG-ills.

Twenty five stories selected by the master of the 
eerie. They read like an honour list of horror and mystery stor - 
ics - some may be familiar but almost all have that clement which 
makes for a s?iuddersome story.

Recommended.
Tony Santos.
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ETHERLIN2 ADVERTI SijMENT

E ANT AST (MEDWAY) LTD. 
Leach’s Farm. L»nn Road 
WALSOKEN. WISBECH. 

CAMUS.

' Science-fantasy Specialists 

Catalogue on request

Offer you the latest in American and British Science 

Fiction , including the latest issues of the following

magazines: GALAXY, ASTOUNDING, IF, FANTASTIC UNIVERSE

and the following hack issues:

FUTURE (US) most issues 1950 May to 1953 May 
each 2/6 (2/-)

ASTOUNDING (US) most issues 1950 Oct to 1953 June 
each 2/6 (2/-)

GALAXY (US) most issues Jan 1955 to Dec 1956 
each 3/l| (2/6)

POCKET BOOKS : new and. used.
THE ERIGHT PHOENIX - Mead - Ballentine 4/1 (3/3)
PRELUDE TO SPACE - Clarke - Ballentine 4/1 (3/3)
DARK DOi INIOII - Duncan - Ballentine 4/1 (3/3)
SPACE PLATFORM - Leinster - Pocket Books 2/6 (2/-)

We want to huy copies of UNKNOWN and UNKNOWN WORLDS 

Send us your list, and we'll let you know what we 

will pay for them. As they are bringing good

prices, why not contact us now ?

F/STAST (MEDWAY) LIMITED
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etidkline ADVERTISE. lENT

MCGILL’S
AUTHORISED NEWSAGENCY

(Established I SHO)
BOOKSELLERS. ADVERTISERS. STATIONERS, AND 

PUBLISHERS’ REPRESENTATIVES

183-185. 21.8 Elizabeth Str
BOOKS: FICTION

ect, Melbourne, C

Deep . Range
Seven Days to Never
Death of Grass
Fallen Star
Three to Conquer 
Strange Evil
The Midwich Cuckoos 
The Black Cloud 
Best SF Two

FACTUAL

A. C.Clarke 17/-
Pat Frank 18/9
John Christopher 15/6
James Blish I8/9
E.F.^ussell 15/6
Jane Gaskell 16/-
John Nyndham 17/-
Fred Hoyle 18/9
E.Crispin 18/9

Satellite by
Man' Into Space
The Space Encyclopedia 
The Making of a Moon 
Operation Vanguard 
Interplanetary Flight 
Science and Fiction

BergastS, Bellar
He rmam Obe rth

A.C.Clarke
Ue r ne r Bue d le r
A.gternfeld
Pat Moore

26/
51/—
55/6 
31/6 
24/
5/

17/6
POCKET BOOK:

Prisoner in the Skull Charles Dye 3/9
the Third Ghost Book C.Asquith 3/6
The Scottie Book of Space Travel A.Clarke 3/6 
Guide to the Moon Pat Moore 3/6
Guide to the Planets Pet Moore 5/6
Earthlight A.C.Clarke 3/-

MAGAZINES:
Latest issues available of all British
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> tomorrow> ------------------------------
THE W.ORLD OF SCIENCE FICTION

l_ J HARDING

I .I.'• r..U : A MYRTLE GROVS 
PRSSTON VlC

AUSTRALIA

BLUE CENTAUR BOOK COMPANY 

Box 4940, G.P.O., Sydney. N.S.W.

Offers you superlative service -in the realm of 

Science Fiction. We have all British and BEE 

magazines as they arc published, as well as ' 

hard cover fiction . Send your list t'o us.

THE LEADING- SCIEICE FICTION JOURNAL
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DON LATIMER
is

BOUND TO PLEASE

FOR
Don Latimer,

ALL BINDING, ' SEE
rear 646 Bell St., Pascoe Vale South 

Victoria

SUBSC UPTIOI' AND ADVERTISING RATES +-H-+++ + + + + + + + +-H-+ + ++H-+ + 4 + + ++++++++ + -!•+++++ + +++ +++

Suh: Aust. 15/- per 18 issues, posted (1 year) 
8/- per 9 issues, posted (6 months)

USA. / 2.00 per 18 issues, posted ( 1 year) 
/ 1.00 per 9 issues, posted ( 6 months)

U.K. 13/- per 18 issues', posted ( 1 year) 
7/- per 9 issues, posted ( 6 months)

Ad. rates : ".7ant Section' 6d per line, average 10 words

Half Page per issue; 5/-
Full page per issue: 10/~

Yearly rates on application
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ETHERLUTE AUTHOR STORY LISTING

STORY LISTEN 0^’5

n

Number FIFTY.

FOUL ANDERSON

♦few.-7
■ 1 Compiled by Den Tuck.

Next Author: A. Bertram Chandler

One of the more notable contemporary 
authors who has been continually in the field since 1947. His 
collaboration with Gordon R. Dickson on the 'Hoka' series are 
especially noteworthy, as they arc the most lovable characters in 
SF, and are due oi t shortly in book form under the title EARTH - 
HANS BURDEN.

BOOKS

Bl BRAIN WAVE (Heinemann: London 1955 212 10/6)

B2 BROKEN SWORD, THE (Abelard Schuman: N.Y. 1954 274 / 2.75)

B3 STAR WAYS (Avalon : N.Y. 1956 224 0 2.75) (Ryerson: Toronto
0 2.75)
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18 AUTHOR STO-.tY LISTING ETNERLUTE

Juvenile
JI VAULT OF THE AGES (Winston: Phil. 1952 210 # 2.00) 

One of the 'Adventures in Science Fiction' Scries

POCKET BOOKS
Pl BRAINWAVE (Ballantine 60: N.Y 1954 35c. )

Note: There was no US hardcover ed. of this title.
P2 NO WORLD OF THEIR OWN (Ace D-110: N.Y. 178 35c.) 

with 'The 1000 Year Plan' I. Asimov

P3 PLANET OF NO RETURN (Ace D-199: N.Y. 1956 105 35c) 
with 'Star Guard' In Norton.

STORIES

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Acolyte s, The. s
Adventure of the i-isplaoed Hoi

Ambassodors of Flesh, Thc.s 
Ashtaru the Terrible, nv 
Barbarian, The.s 
Big Rain, The. short n.
Brain Wavc.n .

Broken Sword, The.n 
sec also ’Three Heart a

WB Feb'51
., The.nv.

USF Dcc'532 3 4

2 as A. A. Craig (pseud.) 
with T. R. Cogswell

. with Gordon Dickson ■
4 with F. I?. Waldrop

PS Sum'54
Hi Feb'53 
i-E May'56, AB34 
ASF Oct'54
Orig 'The Escape' 1st Pt. 
in SSF Sep'53,’Pl, Bl
B2

Three Lions'
9. Butch.s
10. Captive of the Conturiancss.s
11. Catalysis.nv
12. Chapter Ends, The.nv

13. Contact Point.s

AT8, MW Jul'55
PS liar'52
If Feb'56
DSF Jan'54, ASPs / 30,

AA8
If Aug'54^
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AUTHOR STOIC' LISTINGETHERLHIE

14. Corkscrew of Space, Thc.s
15. Cold Victory.s
16. Courier of Chaos.nv
17. Delenda Est.nv
18. Details.s
19. Disintegrating Sky,. Thc.s
20. Double ^ed Villains, - The.nv
21. Duel on Syrtis.s
22. Earthman, Hevrnre ! nv
23. Elliptic Orbit.s
24. Enough Rope.nv
25. Entity.s

Escape, The. see BRAETJAVE
26. Flight to Forever.nv

27. For the Duration.s
28. Garden in the Void.nv
29. Genius.nv
30. Ghetto.nv
31. Green ’Thumb, The.nv
32. Gypsy.s
33. Helping Hand, The.nv
34. Heroes arc iiade.s
35. Honorable Enemies,n
36. Horse Trader.nv
37. Immortal Game, Thc.s
38. In Hoka Signo Vinces,s
39. Incomplete Superman.n
40. Inside Earth.nv
41. Inside Straight.nv
42. Interloper, The.nv
43. Joy in Mudville.nv
44. Last Monster, Thc.s (rctitle of ?)
45. Live Coward, The.s
46. Logic.nv
47, Long Return, The.nv

19

GS Feb'56
Vent Kay'57
FP liar'53
HF Dec'55
If Oct'56
FU Aug/Sep'53
ASF Sep'49, AT14
PS liar'51
SuS Jun'51
If Dec'54
ASF Jnl'53
ASF Jun'49

SuS IIov'50, SelSF Aust 
/ 2, AY2

Vent Sep'57
GS May'52
ASF Dec'48, AB7, ASG
Iff May'54
SFQ Feb'53
ASF Jan'50
ASF May'50, AP7
0W May'513
FF Moy'51, Pop Aust / 5
GS Mar'53
MF Feb'54 AB25
OW Jun'533
FF Mar'51
GS Apr'51, AG1
HF Aug'55
Iff Apr'51
MF Nov'553
AL1
ASF Jun'56
ASF Jul'47
FF Sep/0ct'50
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48. Long Way Home, The.nv sr4ASF Apr'55 'No World Of
Their Own' P2

49. Lord of a Thousand Suns, The .nv PS Sep'51, AT16
50. Han Who Came Early, The.nv MP Jun'56, AB34
51. Margin of Profits.s ASF Sep'56
53. Missionaries, The.s 0W Jun/Jul'51
53. Nest, The.nv

No World of their Own see
SFA Jul'53

Long Way Home, The
54. Operation Afreet.nv MF Sep'56
55. Operation Salamander. nv IIP Jan'57
56. Perfect Weapon, The.s 

Planet of No Return sec
ASF Feb'50 

Question and Answer.
57. Prophecy.s ASF May'49
58. Question and Answer.n sr2ASF Jun'54. ' Planet of No 

Return' P3
59. Quixote and the Windmill.s ASF Nov'50
60. Rachael.nv Ei Jun'53
61. Sam Hall.nv ASF Aug*53. AS7
62. Sargasso of Lost Starships.n. PS Jan'52
63. Security.nv SSF Feb'55
64. Security Risks.s ASF Jan'57
65. Sensitive'Han, The.n FU Jan'54
66. Sentiment, Inc.nv SFS / 1
67. Silent Victory.n TO Win'53
68. Snowball.nv If Hay'55
69. Snows of Ganymede, The.n SS Win'54
70. Soldier from the Stars, The. nv FU Jun155
71. Star Beast, The.nv SuS Sep'50
72. Star Plunderer, The.nv PS Sep'52, SP! (Aust) / 12,
75. Star Ship.s PS Fai'50
74. Star Ways.n B3
75. Stranger was Himself, The.s FU Dec'54
76. Superstition, nv GS liar' 56
77. Swordsman of Lost Terra.n PS Nov'51
78. ^eapl.. of Earth, The.nv PS Jul'53
79. Terminal Quest.s SuS Aug'51, AC1
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CTM Jul'54 
sr2 HF Sep'53

Ft i iar/Apr153 
IS1 Aug'553 
PS Jan'51 
ASF Oct'49 
MF May'55 
AV,'5 
ASF Mar'47 AT15
FSM Apr'50^, AB93
Cni Sep'53, SHI (Aust) / 5 
ASF Jan'53, 1'11
FU Jan'57 
JI
PS Jul'51
Vent Jan'57
PS May'52 
If Jun'56 .
HF iiay'53, MF (Aust) / 3 
PS Jan'51^
I Feb'51 
i-IF Mar'553

80. Teucan.s
81. Three Hearts and Three Lions.n 

see also The Broken Sword
82. Three Wishes.s
83. Tiddlywink Warriors, The.flv
84. Tiger by the Tail.nv
35. Time Heals.s
86. Time Patrol.nv
87. Tinier, The.s (rctitle of ?)
88. Tomorrow's Children.nv
80. Trespass.s
90. Troublemakers, The.n
91. Un-Man.n
92. Valor of Cappen Verra, The.s
93. Vault of the Ag»s.n
94. Virgin of Valkarian, The.n
95. Virgin Planet.n
96. V/nr-Maid of liars,n
97. What Shall if Profit ? s
98. Y/hen Half Gods Go.s
99. Witch of the Demon Scas.n
100. World of the ilad.nv
101. Yo Ho Hoka ! nv

Scries and Connected stories

'Hoka' seiies
'Time Patrol' series
Others .

34, 38, 2, 101, 83, 43
86, 17
54 4 55
24 J: 45

Govea. by

/wtMXS by
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ORIGINAL SCIENCE FICTION No. 1.
Cover by Emsh, interiors by Emsh, Freas, 

and. Orban. This is the first BRE of this magazine, starting from 
a recent US issue. Magazine is edited by Robert W. Lowndes, and 
gives the Aussie fans a chance of seeing some new material.

GENIUS LOCI by Thomas Scortia is a new 
twist in the Si1’ field, telling of frontier colonies and their tr
oubles, 'with an unusual ending. RETURN FROM TRO'f by Russ Winter- 
botham mixes SF with sex - the eternal triangle. UIS HEAD IN THE 
CLOUDS by Calvin Know - there's no holding youngsters back from 
space and adventure.

COMPULSION by Peter Stern is only a fair 
fill-in, but A. Bertram Chandler's THE PRINCIPLE makes up the 
balance with his usual unusual.

The issue concludes with a few articles 
and a Theodore Thomas short - JUST RUB TILE LAMP and see what hap - 
pens.

A reasonably good magazine

Vai Morton

FUTURE SCIENCE FICTION BRE 1

Another 1st BRE of a US magazine from te 
same stable as ORIGINAL, bringing old and new authors. Cover is 
by Freas, interiors by Emsh, Freas and Murphey.
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MARS TRIAL by Theodore Thomas is 
a mixture of murder, SF and controversy in an interesting yarn. 
Thomas S. Scortia's CAT O' MINE TAILS packs quite a punch with 
its starkness. Take your thoughts and fears, build them up and 
send them back to you, amplified, Robert Silverberg's A SEASON 
FOR RE'ORSE is tragedy in the tourist trade.

TALE. OF THE PIONEER by Isaac Asi
mov is one of the rare SF poems which is good. A Bertram Chan
dler seems to be popping up everywhere - don't you do any work 
on the Taroona, Bert ?- and his Al® A HALF DOZEN OF THE OTHER is 
in typical Chandler style - with built in punch.

David Garden's THE CONVINCE?. is 
the last - both in the mag and in quality.

A few articles conclude quite an 
interesting iscue.

Vai Morton.

>NEUj UJORLDS Ko-66
^SCIENCE FICTION

Cover by Louis from serial THRES
HOLD OF ETEEITI by John Brunner, which starts in this issue. 
Author spins an interesting yarn covering Mart's outposts in the 
stars, alien invaders and a battlefield in time.

A SENSE OF VALOR by D. M. Parks , 
is an amusing short on suspended animation and the rising cost 
of living. CONQUEST DEFERRED by Lan Wright is another SF con - 
quest for r/right. I like his style of writing - from the alien 
viewpoint.

Again Bertram Chandler appears , 
this time with a short called SWAP SHOP. CRITICAL THRESHOLD by 
Robert Silverberg and THE ICE ’IAN COMETH by Brian Aldiss concl
ude an issue well up to standard.

Vai Morton.
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IF,MELBOURNE '^ tt<UB REPORT
*

The last official meetings of the 
Club for 1957 were enlivened by the attempts to decipher a tape 
from George Metzger, of Oroville, USA, and the highly impromptu 
efforts to make a suitable reply, iierv's taper has now blown up!

Garry Raffaele was going to Sydney 
so he called LicCubUin in the middle of the night to enquire the 
addresses of any active fans there. UcCubbin didn't know any off 
hand (active fans, that is). Garry had to go into hospital and 
have his appendix removed on his second day in Sydney, sc a good 
holiday was spoilt.

Subscriptions to the Con . have 
passed the 66 mark with the receipt of 5 from Sydney- Come on , 
Brisbane and Adelaide !

Joe Czinski (Ballarat) came up vith 
some ideas for the Con. Unfortunately, we couldn't put them all 
into effect............ Better luck nc/t time, Joe !

On January 14th, Margaret Duce of 
Alexandria visited the Club, with a friend. It was unfortunate 
that so few were present. Margaret is a petite redhead.

On the same evening, Kevin Wheela- 
han made one of his rare appearances. He broke even with Tony at 
chess.

We wonder:- Hov/ Sergeant Dick 
sson is finding Ariry life ?

How many have heard the voice 
John McKercher as the young gangster Beetle in 'No Holiday

Jen-

of 
for

Halliday' aired over 3DB avery evening? melbouriiiazi
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THE PRISONER IF’ THE SKULL by Charles Dye, Corgi book from McGills 
at 3/9

Some will remember this as 
a serial in New Worlds 30-32 inclusive, and it does not lose its 
impact on re-reading.

Our hero regains conscious
ness in a forest, and assumes the identity furnished by the con
tents of his v/allet. But when he returns to what should be his 
usual haunts .... everything'and everyone is strange. Strange 
things happen - and finally the pattern emerges. Who is really 
who ? And why is he a prisoner in his own skull ? .

■ ’ ‘ Reco. .'.ended.
Bob NcCubbin

INTERPLANETARY TRAV L by A. Stcmfeld, from the Foreign Languages- 
Publishing House. Lioscov;, USSR. From HcGills at 3/-.

This modest booklet has a 
dust jacket - another example of Russian niis-direction. It shows 
a sputnik ^nd states: ' the background of the; birth of the Bleejf. 
As the booklet makes no mention of the satellites (although pub
lished in 1957) it is obvious that the d.j. is a later addition 
to capitalise (naughty word!) on the launchings.

The material inside is very • 
similar to space and planetary data already published by Clarke, 
Ley et al.- The diagram of a Russian space platform on page 35 is 
different - the only really new material, with the exception of 
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a number of names of Russian dentists in the publication. The 
completist collector and the Russiphile will no doubt be interest
ed, but it all has been published before.

Bob llcCubbin

THE SECOND EARTH by R. L. Bowers, a Cobra Book from Technical Book 
Depot at 3/-.

The cover says, modestly ’ a terrify
ing glimpse into the possible future of an atomic age.1 and shows 
the mushroom cloud and a wrecked city.

The main cities of the world have hern 
wiped out by guided missiles, and the survivors are faced with the 
usual problem of how to continue to survive. The radiation has 
induced mutations - and homo sap. has to contend with homo sup.

If you are going on a train or plane 
journey and have an hour to kill, this could induce a pleasant 
lassitude.

Bob McCubbin.

Advt.

FOR SALE rj-nnnnmimn. nrmL..jmaiiunnmmirmmimmmmr.:mmmnriimmrammn'.mr.mmmmmmmmm Tn
mromrommmmmm A set of 31 issues from the '3o's and early '40's
of AMAZING STORIES, the world's first SF magazine. 2 are fair, 
the rest are all good, with 21 near mint. Discounts of 10% for 
10 or more copies, 12^% for 15, 15% for 20, or the lot for the 
sum of £ 5.15.0.
1933 Dec 6/- 1935 Jul 5/- 1937 Aug 4/6 1939 Mar 3/6
1934 Jan 6/- Aug 5/6 Oct 4/6 Apr 3/-

Scp 6/- 1936 Jun 5/- Dec 4/- Jun 4/-
Oct 6/- Aug 5/6 1938 Feb 4/6 Sep 4/

1935 Jan 5/6 Oct 5/6 Jun 4/6 1940 Feb 4/6
Feb 4/6 1937 Feb 5/- Nov 4/6 Mar 4/6
Mar. 4/- Apr 5/- Dec 4/6 Jun 4/6
Jun 5/- Jun 4/- 1939 Jan 4/6

Peter Jefferson, 41 Mary Street, Longueville, NSW.
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